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bstract

In order to observe the performance of the anode and cathode during actual direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) operating conditions and to
inimize the polarization of the reference electrode, we used a reversible hydrogen reference electrode (RHE) with its instability minimized. For

nalysis of the I–V polarization curve of each electrode, Tafel plots were used as the diagnostic tool. According to the slopes in the Tafel plot,

he I–V polarization curves of each electrode were divided into the several regions. The effects of operating parameters on the performance of
ach electrode were interpreted in terms of mass transfer and electrode activation. The methanol and oxygen crossover through the membrane
ignificantly affected the performance of the cell.

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) is very attractive for
mall and portable energy systems. Methanol is a convenient
iquid fuel at room temperature, has limited toxicity, is inexpen-
ive, and has a high energy density. Compared to other fuel cell
ystems, the DMFC has the advantages of a low temperature of
peration, easy fuel storage and transport and a simple design
hat does not require a reformer.

The effects of the operating conditions on the performance of
MFCs have been studied by many researchers. DMFCs can be
perated using either a vapor methanol feed or a liquid methanol
eed. The latter type has been preferred because of its lower ther-
al requirements in spite of its poor mass transfer characteristics

nd high methanol crossover [1,2]. During the operation of a
iquid-feed DMFC, operating parameters such as temperature,
oncentration, and reactant flow rate should be optimized. For

xample, too low a concentration of methanol causes a high con-
entration polarization and too high a concentration of methanol
eads to high methanol membrane-permeation rates. Similarly,
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emperatures that are too high cause a dramatic increase in
ethanol cross-over rates leading to low fuel utilization and

ower cell voltage while the performance of the DMFCs at high
emperatures can be improved by taking advantage of the pro-
ounced thermal activation of the electrochemical reactions.

Methanol crossover is a critical obstacle for the enhancement
f DMFC performance as it causes performance losses at the
athode and lost fuel. In earlier studies, several researchers mea-
ured the methanol permeation rate by equilibrating the polymer
lectrolyte with a methanol or methanol/electrolyte solution
3–6]. During cell operation, methanol crossover has usually
stimated by measuring cathodic CO2 flux under the assumption
hat CO2 flux from the cathode of a DMFC is wholly attributed
o methanol crossover [7–14]. However, CO2 diffuses through
afion at up to 1 × 10−8 mol cm−1 s−1 at room temperature, and

herefore, CO2 permeation may not be negligible. Recently, CO2
hat had permeated from the anode was corrected by measur-
ng the permeation rate of CO2 through the membrane [12–14].
lso recently, an electrical method using the DMFC single cell
irectly was developed [15,16]. In this method, N2 was intro-

uced on the cathode side and a positive voltage was applied
sing a power supply. The reaction occurring at the cathode is the
xidation of the methanol that crosses through the membrane.
hen the applied voltage is high enough to quickly oxidize all

mailto:whhong@kaist.ac.kr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2005.11.001
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A reference hydrogen electrode was equipped with the usual
cell hardware and was tested as a reference electrode, following
the works of Ren et al. [23] and Gurau et al [27]. The RHE elec-
trodes were a pair of Pt-black coated carbon electrode with an
92 Y.J. Kim et al. / Journal of Po

f the methanol diffusing to the cathode side, a limiting current
s achieved. This limiting current represents approximately the
ate of methanol crossover at the open circuit. Both the diffu-
ion coefficient and the methanol concentration in the membrane
ere determined from the measured transient limiting current
ensity following a potential step. Heinzel and Barragán [17]
eviewed the state of the art of the methanol crossover. They
ummarized the effect of operating parameters on methanol
rossover and fuel cell performance.

For diagnosing the polarization of DMFC cells, many
esearchers have used reference electrodes. Reference electrodes
hat have been used in polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEMFC)s
r DMFCs can be classified as either pseudo-DHE (dynamic
ydrogen electrode) or pseudo-RHE (reversible hydrogen elec-
rode) types. The most frequently used reference electrodes are
he asymmetrical DHE in which N2 or H2 gas flows into the
athode, enabling the cathode to become a H2 evolution elec-
rode as a pseudo DHE and allowing the anode to act as a counter
lectrode of the cathode [8,13,18–22]. Using this reference elec-
rode, Narayanan et al. [8] observed that the polarization at
igh current densities resulted from the air electrode, and that
he methanol electrode was the most significant contributor to
he polarization at low/medium current densities for 1 and 2 M

ethanol solutions. Dohle et al. [13] confirmed the enhancement
f anode performance, especially in the mass-transfer domi-
ant regime, with the increase of methanol concentration. This
eference electrode does have some convenient properties with
espect to ease of use. However, it showed some overpotential
elated to impurities such as O2 and the original resistance of H2
volution electrode, which is a particularly serious at low current
ensity [23]. Recently, Kuver et al. [24] developed an additional
HE system in which an additional pair of Pt wires or Pt-coated

lectrodes was put in direct contact with the membrane and a
mall cathodic current was constantly applied to the electrode.
his system has been used by several researchers [23–26]. Ren
t al. [23] checked the reliability of this reference electrode in
etail and found that it could be a good candidate for a poly-
er electrolyte fuel cell electrode. However, at high current

ensity, the H2 evolution at this electrode showed a large polar-
zation due to the decreased activity of H+. Therefore, recently,
or the diagnosis of polarizations in the DMFC, Kuver et al.
24] used an additional DHE system at low temperature and
ressure and an asymmetric DHE system at high temperature
nd pressure. For RHE, due to its inherent sensitivity, which is
elated to hydrogen coverage and poisoning, careful operation
s required [24]. It could be externally equipped through a liq-
id electrolyte salt bridge or could be put in direct contact with
polymer electrolyte. Gurau et al. [27] used this RHE to esti-
ate the performance of various anode catalyst materials for
MFCs and Jaouen et al. [28] interpreted the polarization curve
f PEMFC with RHE.

The object of this work is to diagnose the I–V polarization
urve using a pseudo-RHE reference electrode and to interpret

he effect of operating parameters and the interaction between
he anode and the cathode in a single cell. In order to observe the
nteraction of the anode and the cathode during actual DMFC
peration condition and minimize the polarization of the ref-
ources 159 (2006) 491–500

rence electrode, we used the RHE reference electrode with
inimal instability.

. Experimental

.1. Preparation of the MEA and the electrode

Two types of membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs), “type
” and “type B,” were prepared. The catalyst ink was identical

or both MEAs. Pt black and PtRu black (from Johnson-Matthey
nc.) were used as the catalysts for the cathode and the anode,
espectively. Catalyst inks were prepared by dispersing the cata-
ysts, water, isopropyl alcohol, and 5% Nafion ionomer solution
nd were brushed onto carbon paper. As described below, the two
ypes of MEAs had a different gas diffusion electrode (carbon
aper + gas diffusion layer) but had the same catalyst loading.

.1.1. Type A
Carbon paper, TGP 090 (from Toray Inc.) was wet-proofed

ith FEP solution and a heat-treatment. The slurry of the diffu-
ion layer consisted of carbon (Vulcan X), PTFE and IPA. This
as brushed onto the carbon paper and was also heat-treated.
he catalyst loading was 5 mg cm−2. Nafion 117 was used as

he polymer electrolyte.

.1.2. Type B
Commercial carbon paper, SCL carbon Sigracet® SGL20BC

from SGL carbon group Inc.) was used. The catalyst loading
as 5 mg cm−2. Nafion 115 was used as the polymer electrolyte.

.2. Operation with reference electrode

A schematic diagram of a single cell is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Scheme of unit cell for DMFC.
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tration is much smaller, compared with the effect of temperature
in the activation polarization-dominant region. When the anode
polarizations of both MEAs were compared, the anode polariza-
tion of “type B” MEA showed the effect of concentration from
Y.J. Kim et al. / Journal of Po

rea of 1 m2 and were hot-pressed onto Nafion. The edge of the
eference electrode was separated from the fuel cell electrodes
dges by 3 cm in order to minimize the deactivation of the refer-
nce electrode by methanol. The reference electrode was affixed
o the end of a Teflon plug that had a H2 gas port. In H2 flow, the
eference electrode was able to obtain reversibility. Leakage of
ydrogen from the RHE into the anode was prevented by means
f an O-ring. During the operation of the DMFC, the methanol
olution was fed to the inlet of the anode (at the bottom of the
ell) and O2 was fed into the inlet of the cathode (at the top of
he cell). H2 was fed into the additional Teflon cell on the DHE
lectrodes. All gas feed streams were saturated by water vapor.
ince the proton activity near the RHE should be constant during
ach measurement, the humidification of H2 is important. The
olarization curves were IR corrected. To check the reliability of
he reference electrode, we performed the following procedure
or each measurement. We checked:

(i) Whether or not the OCV (open circuit voltage) of the cell
had changed after flowing H2 into the reference electrode:
i.e., if H2 had leaked into the MEA or not.

(ii) Whether or not the stabilized OCV of the cell after the
loading and subsequent unloading of the current was the
same as the OCV before the loading: i.e., if the electro-
osmosis of methanol and water had perturbed the potential
of RHE.

iii) Whether or not the potentials between the reference elec-
trode and the cathode or the anode, without the current
loaded to the cell, remained stable potentials with continu-
ous H2 blowing into RHE: i.e., if, indirectly, the diffusion
of methanol had degraded the performance of RHE.

All electrochemical measurements for the cell were per-
ormed after the sufficient equilibration under the open circuit.
he I–V polarization curve was obtained by applying a step cur-

ent until the potential of each electrode potential was sustained
t a pseudo-steady state.

.3. Measurement with rotating disk electrode for the
bservation of mixed potential behavior

The mixed potential behavior between oxygen reduction and
ethanol oxidation was explored with a rotating disk electrode.

n order to prepare the modified thin film electrode, catalysts
ere dispersed ultrasonically in water at a concentration of
mg ml−1 and 20 �l of aliquot was transferred onto a polished
lassy carbon substrate. After the water evaporated, the result-
ng thin film of the catalysts was covered with 5 wt.% Nafion
olution and was used as a working electrode. A 1 M ClO4(aq)
olution was used as an electrolyte solution, after being purged
ith Ar for at least 30 min. Several microliters of methanol were

dded into the electrolyte in order to investigate the effect of
ethanol oxidation on oxygen reduction. In addition, in order to
tudy the effect of oxygen reduction on methanol oxidation, we
sed the 2 M methanol electrolyte solution, blowing O2 flow into
he electrolyte solution with specific flow rates. The reference
lectrode was a Ag/AgCl electrode and the counter electrode was F
ources 159 (2006) 491–500 493

long platinum wire. Potential was scanned from 1.0 V (versus
HE) to 0.5 V with a scan rate of 15 mV s−1. The rotating disc

lectrode measurements were performed at a rotation speed of
000 rpm. O2 flow was fixed at 350 cm3 min−1.

. Results

In Figs. 2 and 3, the polarizations curves of “type A” MEA
nd “type B” MEA were compared for the anode and cathode,
espectively.

As shown in Fig. 2, for both types of MEA, the open cir-
uit potentials of the anode were lower with higher tempera-
ures and were not affected significantly by the concentration
f methanol. Obviously, the higher temperature could activate
he anode thermodynamically. In addition, at the low current
egion where activation polarization is dominant, the effect of
emperature is more significant than the effect of the concen-
ration of methanol. In the electro-oxidation reaction equation,
he reaction rate is determined exponentially by the tempera-
ure. For DMFC operation, a large excess of water relative to

ethanol is applied. Therefore, the effect of methanol concen-
ig. 2. Comparison of anode polarization curve (a) type A and (b) type B.
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ig. 3. Comparison of cathode polarization curve (a) type A and (b) type B.

he smaller current value more than the polarization of “type
” MEA. In addition, the former showed worse performances

han the latter. Therefore, it can be seen that “type B” showed a
igher concentration polarization than “type A” MEA. Accord-
ng to Table 1, the carbon substrates of “type A” MEA and “type
” MEA have different hydrophobicity. This feature affects the

emoval of water and the mass transfer of methanol and O2.
he removal of water becomes particularly difficult when the
lectrode is not wet-proofed sufficiently, and water flooding can
ccur.

As shown in Fig. 3, the cathode polarizations of both types

f MEA show similar trends. Unlike the case of the anode, the
pen circuit potentials of the cathode were affected both by tem-
erature and by the concentration of methanol that was applied
nto the anode. The effect of methanol concentration on open

fi
t
p
c

able 1
roperties of the electrodes

Porosity (%) Thickness (�m)

ype Aa 78 280
ype Bb 76 260

a Database from Toray Industry Inc.
b Database from SGL carbon group Inc.
ources 159 (2006) 491–500

ircuit potentials was more significant for the “type B” MEA
sing Nafion 115 than for the “type A” MEA using Nafion
17. In addition, at 70 ◦C above methanol’s boiling point, the
pen circuit potentials decreased sharply for the “type B” MEA.
his decrease is due to methanol crossover, which implies a

arge quantity of methanol crossing the thinner Nafion 115. For
oth types of MEA, a high temperature, high concentration of
ethanol and high current caused adrastic polarization loss of

he cathode. The cathode polarization of the “type B” MEA was
igher in spite of the lower ionic resistance of Nafion 115, which
ould be due to the larger electro-osmotic drag and methanol
ermeability of Nafion 115 and the poor mass transfer charac-
eristics of the “type B” MEA’ s electrode, as shown in the case
f anode polarization.

We did not focus on the optimization of DMFC operation,
r on the characterization of electrodes. In order to confirm the
enerality of our analysis using separated I–V curves, we inves-
igated both the “type A” and “type B” MEA that had different
fficiencies. The following interpretations with Tafel plots for
ach electrode are for the “type B” MEA. For the “type A” MEA,
he interpretation of results that showed similar trends to the
type B” MEA was also obtained.

Fig. 4 shows Tafel plots for the anode polarization of the
type B” MEA. Each Tafel plot can be divided into several
egimes according to the change of slope, as shown in the work
n the polarizations of PEMFCs by Jaouen et al. [28]. Accord-
ng to several previous studies on the diagnostics of PEMFCs
sing Tafel plots, the changes of slope indicate the addition of
ate-controlled characteristic resistances [29–31]. For PEMFCs,
specially, the doubling of the Tafel slope indicated a shift of the
rst regime controlled by Tafel kinetics to the second regime
ontrolled by Tafel kinetics and oxygen diffusion or proton
igration [28,30]. For DMFCs, it is difficult for Tafel kinet-

cs to adopt the kinetics of methanol oxidation throughout the
hole range of the current. Therefore, this theoretical model-

ng and simulation for PEMFC cannot be directly applied to the
ase of DMFC. However, it is possible to use this diagnosis to
nterpret the tendency of polarization under various operating
onditions in a DMFC single cell.

The first slopes decreased with an increase of temperature
hen the same concentration of methanol solution was used,

nd decreased with an increase of methanol solution concentra-
ion at the same temperature. The effect of temperature on the

rst slopes clearly indicates that there has been an increase in

he methanol oxidation reaction rate with an increase of tem-
erature. The concentration of methanol in the feed affects the
oncentration at the reaction site on the surface of catalyst par-

Wet-proofing Resistance of carbon
substrate (m� cm2)

20 wt.% FEP loading 2.2
5 wt.% PTFE loading 14
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ig. 4. Tafel plots of anode polarization curve for “type B” MEA: at various tem
M methanol solution and (d) with various concentration of methanol at 70 ◦C

icles. The theoretical Tafel slope reflects Tafel kinetics and is
ndependent of the concentration. In this figure, the first regimes
f Tafel plots reflect the increased activation of the anode by
ncreasing the temperature, but were affected by the surface
oncentration at the active region. Therefore, the first slope can-
ot be interpreted as a theoretical Tafel slope. This indicates
hat these regimes are somewhat affected by mass transfer and
re not determined by Tafel kinetics. For the case of “type A”
EA, which can transport the reactant and product more effi-

iently than the “type B” MEA, the first slopes of the anode
olarizations in the Tafel plots with different methanol concen-
rations were almost 40 ∓ 2 mV dec−1. These values are similar
o the values found in the studies of Tapan et al. [20]. Therefore,
hen porous electrodes that can transport reactants more effi-

iently were used, the regime of the first slope can be interpreted
s an activation-controlled regime that is modeled by Tafel
inetics.

The second and third slopes are more complicated. When low
oncentrations of methanol (0.5 and 2 M) were used, the second
or third) slopes became larger at higher temperatures (60 and

0 ◦C) and became much larger than twice the first slopes, as
xpected by Jaouen et al. [28] and Perry et al. [30]. This drastic
ncrease of the slopes implies the introduction of one or more
esistances, which generally have a longer characteristic length

i
m
f
t

ures (a) with 0.5 M methanol solution, (b) with 2 M methanol solution, (c) with

elative to the rate of the process, such as transport and reaction.
n this case, this slope increase could be due to the fact that the
upply of methanol by convective flow into the cell is insufficient
o compensate for the rapid consumption of methanol on the sur-
aces of catalyst particles. In other words, the characteristic rate
f methanol consumption exceeded the characteristic supply rate
f methanol by mass transfer. Especially at higher temperatures,
he faster rate of reaction needs a greater amount of methanol.
dditionally, the limiting current appeared as the third or fourth

lope with 0.5 M methanol solution. On the other hand, when
igh concentrations of methanol were used, the second slopes
ecreased with increased temperature. This indicates that the
ritical resistance due to an insufficient supply of methanol was
liminated and that greater methanol activity, a higher rate of
ethanol oxidation, a higher diffusion rate of methanol and a

igher elimination rate of CO2 enhanced the cell performance
t higher temperatures. Additionally, the second slopes were
pproximately double the first ones, as shown in the diagnostic
tudies of PEMFCs. Especially, operations above the methanol
oiling point of 64 ◦C (i.e., at 70 ◦C) showed much lower polar-

zations of the anode due to the higher activity of the vaporized

ethanol. This makes it possible to find an optimal condition
or anode performance based on relative reaction rates and mass
ransfer.
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Fig. 5 shows the Tafel plots for cathode polarization. In
able 2, we have summarized the factors that affect the
ethanol crossover and mixed potential and their dependence

n the operating parameters. According to Ren et al. [15], for
afion, the diffusion coefficient of methanol increased from
.15 × 10−6 to 35.7 cm2 s−1 as the temperature increased from
0 to 130 ◦C and the activation energy of methanol diffusion
as 4.8 kcal mol−1. Methanol concentration in the membrane
y absorption increased from 0.040 to 0.391 mol dm−3 at 30 ◦C
ith an increase of feed concentration from 0.1 to 1.0 mol dm−3.

his value was slightly affected by temperatures below the water
oiling temperature of 100 ◦C, and decreased rapidly above this
emperature due to the rapid vaporization of the liquid phase.
ince methanol permeability is the product of diffusivity and

able 2
ummary of the variables that affect methanol crossover

Temperature ↑ Methanol
concentration ↑

Current ↑

iffusion of methanol ↑ ↑ –
lectro-osmotic drag of
water and methanol

↑ – ↑

ethanol oxidation rate ↑ ↑ ↑

a
h
a
t
e
m
T
W
t
s
t
i
b
t

atures (a) with 0.5 M methanol solution (b) with 5 M methanol solution and (c)

olubility, it increases with increased temperature and concen-
ration. The electro-osmotic drag coefficient increases from 2.2
o 3.0 with an increase of temperature from 40 to 70 ◦C. At
pen circuit potentials, only methanol diffusion determines the
ethanol crossover. As the current density increases, the effect

f electro-osmotic drag increases and becomes dominant at ca.
00 mA cm−2, with 1atm of cathode back pressure [32].

Clearly, due to the methanol crossover, the open circuit poten-
ials of were lower than those for the cathodes of a PEMFC, as
hown in Fig. 3. The first slopes were approximately the same
t 30–40 mV dec−1 for almost all cases, except for the cases of
igh temperature and high methanol concentration, which devi-
ted slightly from this value. In addition, these values are within
he ranges of Tafel slopes for PEMFCs predicted by Laurencelle
t al. [29]. At this low current density, methanol is transported
ainly by diffusion, which is independent of current density.
herefore, this factor is not reflected in the values of the slopes.
hen the dilute methanol solution was used at low tempera-

ures of 40 and 60 ◦C, below the methanol boiling point, the
econd Tafel slopes were approximately the same as or lower

han double the first ones. As the current loaded to the cell
ncreased, the amount of methanol transported through the mem-
rane decreased due to the increase of methanol consumption at
he anode side [23]. Therefore, the behavior of the Tafel plots
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Fig. 6. Oxygen reduction in the presence of methanol (

ecame similar to that of the plots for PEMFC, even though the
verall potential for DMFC’s cathode was lower than that for
EMFC’s cathode due to its mixed potential.

As the concentration of methanol solution and tempera-
ure increased, the slopes, especially the second or third ones,
ncreased sharply. Ren et al. [23] explained that this behavior
riginated from water flooding due to the electro-osmotic drag
ow of water. Indeed, the point at which the slope started to

ncrease sharply is similar to the current at which the electro-
smotic drag started to dominate the transport of water and
ethanol, as measured by Ren and Gottesfeld [32]. This electro-

smotic drag increases with increasing temperature and current
ensity, which explains the increase of the second slope with
ncreasing temperature and the sharp increase of the third slope
t 5 M and 60 ◦C, respectively. However, the fact that the second
nd third slopes increase with increased methanol solution con-
entration cannot be explained simply by water flooding; it could
lso be due to the electro-osmotic drag of methanol. Usually, the
lectro-osmotic drag coefficient of methanol can be assumed
o be the same as that of water. The transported methanol, the

mount of which is linearly proportional to the current den-
ity, increased the mixed potential significantly. In addition, the
ecreased cathode performance became more pronounced as
emperatures increased above the methanol boiling point.

a

t
h

ClO4 electrolyte solution): (a) at 70 ◦C and (b) 25 ◦C.

Fig. 6 shows the mixed potential of oxygen reduction with
ethanol oxidation at 20 and 70 ◦C using the rotating disk elec-

rode. In this figure, the negative current represents the reduction
urrent. As the amount of methanol added into the electrolyte
olution increased, the potentials at zero currents and the reduc-
ions currents at each potential were decreased, reflecting the

ixed potential of oxygen reduction with methanol oxidation. At
0 ◦C, with the electrolyte containing 40 �l of methanol, the cur-
ent was entirely shifted to the oxidation current while, at 25 ◦C,
ith the same electrolyte composition, the current remained a

eduction current throughout the whole region of measurement.
his is due to reduced solubility of oxygen into the electrolyte
olution and the increased rate of methanol oxidation with the
ncreased temperature.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of the cathode pressure on the open
ircuit potentials of the cathode. The open circuit potentials of
he cathode decreased with the increased pressure due to back
iffusion due to the pressure gradient from the anode to the cath-
de. However, as cell temperature increased, the degree of this
nhancement became lower due to the relatively fast diffusion

t the higher temperature.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the effect of the methanol flow rate into
he anode on electrode polarization using low concentration and
igh concentration of methanol solution, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Effect of cathode pressure on the open circuit potentials of cathode for
“type A” MEA.

Fig. 8. Effect of methanol flow rate into anode on the performance of anode and
cathode with low concentration (0.5 M) of methanol for “type B” MEA: Tafel
plots of (a) anode polarization and (b) cathode polarization.

Fig. 9. Effect of methanol flow rate into anode on the performance of anode
a
p

e
t
l
c
v

s
t
T
t
l
c

t
p
T
b
c
p
t

nd cathode with high concentration (2 M) of methanol for “type A”: (a) anode
olarization curve and (b) cathode polarization curve.

With a low concentration of methanol solution (0.5 M), the
ffect of the methanol flow rate mainly involved changes in
he limiting current for the anode polarization. The increase of
imiting current indicates the enhancement of mass transfer by
onvection. Cathode polarization was not affected by the con-
ection in the anode electrode with the dilute methanol solution.

On the other hand, when a high concentration of methanol
olution (2 M) was used, the anode and cathode potential simul-
aneously decreased with the increase of methanol flow rate.
he former is due to the fact that the faster convection increased

he concentration of methanol at the anode active site and the
atter is due to excess methanol supplied by convection and its
rossover through the membrane.

Fig. 10 shows the effect of the O2 flow rate into the cathode on
he electrode polarizations. The O2 flow rate affected the anode
olarization considerably more than the cathode polarization.
he anode polarization increased with increased O2 flow rate,
ut the increase diminished above 350 cm3 min−1. This result is

onsistent with Fig. 11, which represents the effect of cathode
ressure on the open circuit potentials of electrodes. According
o this figure, the increase of cathode pressure caused an increase
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Fig. 10. Effect of O2 flow rate into cathode on the performance of anode and
cathode for “type A” MEA: (a) cathode polarization curve and (b) anode polar-
ization curve.

Fig. 11. Effect of cathode pressure on the open circuit potentials of anode and
cathode for “type A” MEA.
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ig. 12. Methanol oxidation in the presence of oxygen (with HClO4 electrolyte
olution).

n the open circuit potential of the anode. The increase of the
onvection rate of O2 flow into the cathode (Fig. 10) and the
ressure gradient, which increases from the cathode to the anode
Fig. 11), can lead to an increase of O2 permeation. According
o Bernardi and Verbrugge [33], the dissolved O2 diffusivities
re 1.22 × 10−6 cm2 s−1 at 80 ◦C and 1.69 × 10−6 cm2 s−1 at
5 ◦C, which are comparable with the methanol diffusivities of
.6 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 at 90 ◦C. We also studied the methanol oxi-
ation in the presence of O2 flow into the electrolyte, using a
otating disk electrode, as shown in Fig. 12. For the methanol
xidation, the presence of O2 led to an earlier onset of reac-
ion and a lower current density at the each current. Recently,
usys and Behm [34] studied simultaneous oxygen reduction
nd methanol oxidation using differential electrochemical mass
pectrometry and cyclic voltammetry. They observed not only
he mixed potential between the two reactions by simple super-
mposition, but also the interaction between the two reactions.

2 can react with methanol and can form incomplete oxidized
ntermediates such as aldehyde and formic acid, which hinder
he completion of methanol oxidation due to their catalyst block-
ng and competition with methanol. In Fig. 11, the increase of
node potential at zero current with the increase of cathode pres-
ure was slower at higher temperatures. This can result from the
act that the methanol oxidation reaction activates faster and O2
olubility decreases at higher temperatures.

. Conclusion

In order to observe the behavior of the anode and the cath-
de during actual operation of a DMFC and to minimize the
olarization of the reference electrode, we used a RHE refer-
nce electrode with minimal instability. For the analysis of the
–V polarization curve of each electrode, Tafel plots were used
s a diagnostic tool. According to the slopes of the Tafel plots,
he I–V polarization curves of each electrode were divided into
he several regimes, which implied an increase of resistance.
hen the characteristic rate of methanol consumption exceeded
he characteristic supply rate of methanol by mass transfer, the
node polarization increased sharply. In addition, the effects of
perating parameters such as the concentration of methanol,
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